GENERAL EDUCATION FOR BMUS

New Student Seminar
MUGN 199 Freshman Seminar for Music Majors 1

Communication
Writing
Select one of the following: 3
WRIT 105 College Writing I
HONP 100 Honors Seminar in Great Books and Ideas Part I

Literature
Select one of the following: 3
WRIT 106 College Writing II
HONP 101 Honors Seminar in Great Books and Ideas Part II

Communication
CMST 101 Fundamentals of Speech: Communication Requirement 3

Humanities
Great Works and Their Influences
Select one of the following: 3
ARHT 105 Art in Western Civilization: Ancient Through Medieval
ARHT 106 Art in Western Civilization: Renaissance through Modern
ENGL 206 World Literature: The Coming of Age Theme
ENGL 207 World Literature: Voices of Tradition and Challenge
GNHU 115 Troy and the Trojan War
GNHU 201 General Humanities I (to 1400)
GNHU 202 General Humanities II (from 1400)
GNHU 285 Mythology
GNHU 294 Russian Prose and Drama
ITAL 262 Italian Americans in Film
RUIN 294 Russian Prose and Drama

Philosophical and Religious Perspectives
Select one of the following: 3
EDFD 220 Philosophical Orientation to Education
PHIL 100 Introduction to Philosophy
PHIL 102 Ethics
PHIL 106 Logic
RELG 100 Religions of the World
RELG 101 Introduction to Religion
RELG 102 Religious Ethics
RELG 221 Religion and Culture

Computer Science
MUTC 101 Music and Computer Technology I 3

Social Science
American/European History
Select one of the following: 3
EDFD 221 Historical Foundations of American Education
GNHU 281 Greek Civilization
GNHU 282 Roman Civilization

HIST 103 Foundations of Western Civilization
HIST 105 Emergence of European Civilization, 1500-1914
HIST 106 Contemporary Europe, 1914 to the Present
HIST 110 Introduction to American Civilization
HIST 117 History of the United States to 1876
HIST 118 History of the United States Since 1876
HONP 102 Honors Seminar in 20th Century Civilization 1

Total Credits 22

1 Honors Program students must complete this course. Honors seminars are for Honors Program students only.

NOTE: The following General Education categories are not applicable to BMUS majors: Fine and Performing Arts, Mathematics, Natural Science Laboratory, Physical Education, Global Cultural Perspectives, Social Science Perspectives, and General Education Elective.